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Microfluidic droplet is a novel technology based on microfluidic chip that can
manipulate ultra-small volume of sample. In recent years, research in droplet-based
microfluidics has made great progress. Various techniques concerning the generation
and manipulation of droplets have been developed. Droplet based microfluidics
systems has become an important platform for microscale chemical and biological
researches, including protein crystallography, enzyme analysis, chemical synthesis,
single molecule/cell analysis, and so on. In this dissertation, we propose an agarose
emulsion droplet microfluidic method by employing ultra-low gelling agarose as
dispersed phase based on conventional droplet microfluidics. In order to apply
agarose droplet in chemical biology, we have explored the fabrication of
microfluidic chip, constructed the basic components of microfluidic chip: valve and
pump, and also optimized the generation condition of agarose droplet. Combined
with the conventional droplet polymerase chain reaction (PCR), we developed an
agarose emulsion droplet microfluidic method for uniform emulsion PCR (ePCR)
which was used for single molecule/cell detection and aptamer selection. The main
work are listed as follows:
1. PMMA/PDMS/PMMA valve and pump
In order to precisely control the fluid in microchannel, here we presented the
design, fabrication, characterization and application of pneumatic microvalves and
micropumps based on PMMA (polymethyl-methacrylate). A PMMA diaphragm
pump can be assembled by simply connecting three valves in series. A stable and
controlled pumping rate ranging from nL to µ L per second can be attained by
regulating the valve chamber volume, pneumatic pressure, and valve activation time.
The PMMA based valves and pumps were further tested in a disposable automatic
nucleic acid extraction microchip to extract DNA from human whole blood. The
DNA extraction efficiency was about 25% and the 260 nm/280 nm UV absorption















fabrication, and robust, easy integration, the PMMA valve and pump will find their
wide applications for fluidic manipulation in portable and disposable microfluidic
devices.
2. Agarose droplet microfluidics
To maintain monoclonality of the droplets during downstream processing, and
eliminate the disadvantages of traditional ePCR, such as low PCR efficiency, we
introduced an agarose emulsion microfluidic method. Monodisperse droplets were
produced by injecting ultra-low gelling agarose solution as aqueous phase on a
simple microfluidic chip. The diameter of agarose droplets can be easily controlled
by adjusting the dimension of chip channel and flow rate of oil and aqueous phase.
The physical properties of agarose were characterized，and the experiment results
showed a good thermal stability of agarose emulsion and a good mechanical strength
of agarose microbeads.
Using lambda DNA as the template, single molecule PCR was explored based
on agarose droplet microfluidics. PCR forward primers were covalently coupled to
the agarose macromolecules, which can be captured in agarose microbeads during
the amplicons generation and avoid low PCR efficiency. These agarose microbeads
were then analyzed by fluorescence microscopy or fluorescence activated cell sorter
(FACS). The results showed that the number of fluorescent microbeads increased as
the mean template number of droplet increasing, and the percentage of microbeads
carrying PCR product was in good agreement with the theoretical value predicted by
Poisson distribution. Quantitative PCR (Q-PCR) analysis indicated that PCR
efficiency in emulsion agarose droplet was higher than 80%. Thus, a high throughput,
highly effient single molecule-amplificaiton method was established, which will
have wide applications in mutant gene detection, gene sequencing, and early
diagnosis of cancer disease.
3. Agarose droplet microfluidic approach for high-sensitive rare pathogenic
bacteria detection
Conventional detection methods for Escherichia coli O157:H7















low sensitive and labor intensive. Herein, we developed an approach that combined
the agarose droplets microfluidics, digital PCR, with high-throughput flow
cytometry technique to allow the highly sensitive detection of pathogenic bacteria in
a quantitative manner from high background of nonpathogenic bacteria. The agarose
emulsion droplet microfluidic technology employed agarose with low melting and
low gelling temperature, which was coupled with PCR reverse primer using
Schiff-base reaction. E.coli K12 and E.coli O157:H7 were compartmentalized in
droplets which varied the O157 cell density from 0.5 cpd to 0.00005 cpd and kept
the K12 cell density as 50 cpd. Each droplet contained two kinds of
fluorescein-labeled forward primers, one specific for the E.coli O157:H7 and the
other for the E.coli K12, which generated red and green fluorescent signals
respectively. After PCR, the droplets were then cooled and converted to microbeads
carrying the amplified products. The ratio of E.coli O157:H7 to E.coli K12 was
determined by counting the ratio of red to green beads with flow cytometric analysis.
The detection limit of this method was 1/105. The method was sensitive and
quantitative. Meanwhile the sensitivity can be higher by increasing the number of
the droplets analyzed. Moreover, agarose droplet microfluidics will have potential
applications in mutant gene detection, gene sequencing and the early diagnosis of
cancer disease.
4. Agarose droplet microfluidic approach for molecular evolution of aptamers
Traditional SELEX process is time-consuming, labor-intensive, inefficient, and
expensive. To address these problems, we developed a novel method for efficiently
screening affinitive ligands (aptamers) from a complex single stranded DNA (ssDNA)
library by employing single-molecule emulsion PCR based on the agarose droplet
microfluidic technology. Statistically diluted ssDNA of the pre-enriched library
evolved through conventional SELEX against cancer biomarker SHP2 protein was
encapsulated into individual uniform agarose droplets for droplet PCR to generate
clonal agarose beads. The binding capacity of amplified ssDNA from each clonal
bead was screened via high throughput fluorescence cytometry. DNA clones with















used for downstream biomedical applications. We have identified a ssDNA aptamer
that selectively recognizes SHP2 with a Kd of 24.9 nM. Compared to a conventional
sequencing-chemical-synthesis-screening work flow, our approach avoids large-scale
DNA sequencing and expensive, time-consuming DNA synthesis of large populations
of DNA candidates. Thus the agarose droplet microfluidic approach is highly efficient
and cost-effective for molecular evolution and will have wide applications in
molecular evolution technologies, including mRNA display, phage display, and so on.
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